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It is domestic violence, but also the violence of the 
market, of debt, of capitalist property relations, 
and of the state; the violence of discriminatory 
policies against lesbian, trans and queer people; 
the violence of state criminalization of migratory 
movements; the violence of mass incarceration; 
and the institutional violence against people’s 

bodies through abortion bans and lack of access to 
free healthcare and free abortion.



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2gTCi6_Wqh8


CELIA





"to take any woman 
unlawfully against her will 
and by force, menace, or 
duress, compel her to be 
defiled."



"if they … believe from the 
testimony, that the said Newsom 
at the time of said killing, 
attempted to compel her against 
her will to sexual intercourse with 
him, they will not find her guilty 
of murder in the first degree."



"hanged by the neck until 
dead on the sixteenth day 
of November 1855."





"As soon as I struck him the 
Devil got into me, and I struck 
him with the stick until he 
was dead, and then rolled him 
in the fire and burnt him up."



“No Self to Defend.”



#FreeBresha: 
Anatomy of a Participatory 

Defense Campaign 



“FYI. so horrible. 
 
noticed the gofundme was taken down, 
because gofundme is a piece of shit.

anyone know organizers or DV people in 
Cleveland, Ohio?”
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84%
of girls in juvenile detention have experienced family 

violence prior to incarceration. Additionally, 31% 
experience sexual abuse, 41% experience physical 

abuse, and 39% experience emotional abuse.
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Defense Committees/Campaigns

A defense committee or campaign is a 
grassroots effort to secure the freedom of a 
person targeted for criminalization through 
community organizing, political pressure, 
community education, legal & media advocacy 
and other strategies. 
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We created a petition to drop 
the charges against her. -
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 We organized mass 
letter-writing to the prosecutor 

to release her immediately. 
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 We solicited 
media 

attention
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 We invited supporters 
to send postcards, 

letters and books to 
Bresha. 
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We promoted book drives and 
delivered thousands of books by 
women of color to girls in cages 

nationwide. 
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We raised 
money for 
legal experts 
and 
emergency 
family 
support.
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We raised awareness 
about the abuse to 
prison pipeline for 

Black girls and 
women by producing 

a curriculum that 
was used at 

teach-ins and events 
across the country. 
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We 
protested.
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We 
organized 
vigils.
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We solicited and 
circulated 
powerful 
artwork.



BREAK: 
10 minutes



S&P organizes to de-criminalize efforts to survive 
domestic and sexual violence, support and free 

criminalized survivors, and abolish gender 
violence, policing, prisons, and deportations.



politics found their 
expression in collective 
defense (a term coined by 
historian Emily Hobson)



“My feminism does not drive me 
into the arms of the state but even 

further from it.”
Susan Saxe



They are also necessary for popular education 
to strengthen our movements: both by 
informing and improving overall movement 
strategies, and by educating to challenge false 
and damaging binaries that we use to describe 
incarcerated people, like violent/non-violent 
and innocent/guilty. Defense campaigns can 
create new forms of learning and practice 
necessary for abolition.



WE Believe

Participatory Defense
We believe that creating 
participatory defense 
campaigns to support the 
people made most vulnerable 
to criminalization is essential 
for educating the public, 
including prison reformers 
and abolitionists, about the 
racial and gendered terror of 
criminalization and 
incarceration

Securing Freedom 
We know that 
campaigns which 
uplift and defend 
Black women charged 
with violent acts, like 
Marissa and Bresha, 
are often the only 
means for securing 
their freedom. 

New Forms of Abolition
Defense campaigns can 
create new forms of 
learning and practice 
necessary for abolition. 
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Exceptionalist Model
● Pro-carceral premise

● Only survivors of domestic/sexual violence 

deserve to be released

● Narrow view of “survivors” in terms of 

gender, citizenship, defensible survival 

actions, etc

Structural Web of 
Violence Model

● Anti-carceral, abolitionist premise

● Comprehensive analysis of how carceral 

institutions are integrated into a structural web of 

gendered violence

● Criminalization of survivors is one of many ways 

domestic & sexual violence is reinforced, facilitated, 

and state-sanctioned by detention centers, prisons, 

police, immigration enforcement, prosecution, and 

other criminalizing institutions 

● De-carceral organizing strategies (weakening 

structure):

○ making it easier for more people to get out 

of prison & detention centers

○ feminist divestment strategies (i.e. 

community accountability, community 

support, legal support)

○ organizing to close prisons/detention centers 

down



Abolition feminism is a liberatory 
vision of a world free from all 
forms of violence, including those 
produced by carceral logics and 
systems of surveillance, policing, 
punishment, colonial erasure, and 
global militarism.



How do we create safety 
outside of carceral logics?



Declaration of Independence from 
Prisons and Policing 

(Developed by Mothers United Against 
Violence & Incarceration and 

Love & Protect) - 
https://bit.ly/DeclarationIndy



Resources
Defend Survivors - https://www.defendsurvivorsnow.org 

No Selves to Defend - https://noselves2defend.wordpress.com 

Survived and Punished -- http://www.survivedandpunished.org


